Jeep tj speakers

Sadly, the factory sound bar speakers are average at best. The good news is â€” there are
hundreds of premium-quality speakers available at an attractive price. I took my time testing
dozens of speakers that come recommended by professional reviewers and regular music fans.
Read More. This is one of those speaker sets that most regular drivers can afford. And, it was
specifically designed to go well with the Wrangler JK. And, they mostly do. The highs and the
mids are surprisingly good. The bad news is â€” the low-frequency response leaves a lot to be
desired. They are quite cheap and appeal to the average customer, not audiophiles. Still, this
will be a big improvement over the factory soundbar speakers. This is one of the most powerful
speaker sets on the market right now. It boasts above-average peak and RMS power, which
basically means it can get really loud. The sound quality is also decent. Another standout
feature is the IP55 rating that most Polk products are famous for. The DB speakers are marine
certified and can easily withstand rain, snow, or even underwater driving. The only complaint I
had during my review was the not-so-friendly installation procedure. The reason: it can be
pretty tricky to align the mounts to the factory Jeep holes. But, once you do that, the rest will be
a walk in the park. If you want the new speakers to be as loud as possible, it might be a good
idea to check out what Polk has to offer with DB The mounts might not fit the stock holes easily,
though. They look good in any environment and boast a good bass response. Compared to the
other two speakers that we checked earlier, they are, indeed, stronger in this regard. This is all
thanks to the carbon-injected cone. It is bigger than most cones in this size class, which
ensures a better representation of the lower frequencies. Last, but not least, the GTO speakers
have a nominal impedance of 3ohms. Too bad the price-tag is a bit steep and might be a turn-off
for the drivers that are on a tight budget. Despite the high cost, these speakers will be money
well-spent. The big cones ensure a decent bass response, while the patented tweeter handles
the medium and high frequencies. Here are the best deals the market has to offer right now.
Kicker Speaker for Jeep TJ. TJ drivers that like to push their speakers to the limit at a noisy
party will find this set to be a good pick. Another thing: these speakers fit a long list of Jeep
models â€” not only the TJ. As for the materials, features polyester for the surround and
polypropylene for the cone. This combo will ensure efficiency and the highest possible sound
quality, which is always a big pro. So, keep that in mind and treat them with care. The Kicker
speakers are pretty fragile and need special treatment. Compared to the previous Kicker
speakers, the are a lot more affordable. But, to keep the price competitive, the engineers had to
sacrifice on the power output. Other than that, is a safe bet with a solid value. The affordable
price, easy installation, and impressive high-end response make these speakers a worthy pick.
With DB, the Polk engineers had only one goal: to make the speakers as powerful as possible.
As a result, we get watts of peak power and watts of RMS power combined. The drop-in
installation system is even more reason to pick it over the competition. Another standout
feature: DB is marine-certified and protected against contamination. While the sound quality
might not be premium-grade, DB is a reasonable purchase. It also features protection against
salt fog, humidity, sun rays, and more. Durability and reliability are a part of the picture as well.
The good news is â€” the sound quality is well above average. TJ drivers looking for a
well-balanced set of soundbar speakers should pay extra attention to what Polk has to offer
with DB These speakers include protection, boast advanced durability, and are compact in size
and lightweight. For example, 6. The market is dominated by full-range and component
speakers right now. The fans of sound quality, on the other hand, should always go with
component speakers. As the name suggests, they come in separate parts. And then we have the
two-way and the three-way speakers. Yes, they will sound better thanks to the higher frequency
range. When considering the design, build quality, and materials, look for a chrome-coated set.
Stainless steel and aluminum are the best materials for this product â€” they are relatively
lightweight and last long. When driving through a rainy tropical forest, this will be very
important. For the cones, silk, polypropylene, and fiberglass are the worthiest choice. Rubber,
in turn, is the most common surrounding material. However, its root mean square that shows
you what the speakers are capable of. As the experts put it, RMS refers to continuous power
handling. So, make sure to use RMS to determine how powerful a set of speakers is, not peak
watts. In simple words, the lower the nominal impedance, the better. However, when we do
install a new aftermarket set, we never want to go back to the stock system. They will be money
well spent. When driving into the wilderness, it can get pretty lonely, and a high-quality audio
system might as well become your new best friend. Drive safely, take good care of your Jeep,
and let there be music! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Anthony Guma. Add Comment. Choose Your Jeep Model. Jeep Wrangler JK. Quick
Navigation. Product Rating. Intuitive, straightforward installation. Not the best set of speakers
for the fans of bass. Expert Recommendations. Ask Question. Decent sound quality for the
price. Might be a bit of a challenge to alight to the factory holes. Trendy, eye-grabbing speaker

design. The speakers might break if you drop them. Straightforward installation with basic
tools. The bass frequencies are average at best. Impressive power output both RMS and peak.
Keeps dirt, UV rays, water, humidity, and salt fog at bay. Falls a bit behind the competition in
terms of loudness. Making Sense of the Speaker Types The market is dominated by full-range
and component speakers right now. Design and Material Quality When considering the design,
build quality, and materials, look for a chrome-coated set. RMS vs. Nominal Impedance In
simple words, the lower the nominal impedance, the better. What are the most Important
Extras? The first thing to check for would be the grills. They make the speakers sound better;
plus, they make them look cool which is also a factor. The same is true for covers. They are very
similar to grills and have a pretty much identical effect on the tone. Next, make sure the package
includes a wire harness. While these are available for cheap and can be ordered online, it would
still be best if they came as part of the speaker set for perfect fitment. Are there any Universally
Compatible Speakers? Sadly, no: although most manufacturers try to make their speakers as
flexible and easy to fit as possible, there can still be compatibility issues. But, again, it would be
better to choose the right ones from the get-go. Do Sound Bar Speakers come in Pairs? Yes,
most of them do. The vast majority of sound bars only have room for two speakers, and that
pretty much dictates the number of speakers that manufacturers include in their packages.
Some brands make sets of four or even six, by the way. Click here to post a comment. Best
Features: â€” Catchy, high-tech design â€” A good choice if you put bass frequencies first â€”
UniPivot tweeter ensures lifelike sound Speaker Size: 6. Kicker 43DSC Polk Audio DB To
upgrade the car audio system in Jeep Wrangler TJ, we should not just add a subwoofer or
replace the stereo unit. The most significant improvement we will achieve by replacing the
speakers. However, which are the best front dash speakers for Jeep Wrangler TJ? These small
oval speakers can be replaced with the round 5. Changing the type of dash speakers is
straightforward. The only thing you must add is a dash speaker adapter. Below are the best 5.
When choosing speakers for Wrangler TJ, we have to consider the technical parameters that
will tell us more about design, power, or ability to produce certain sounds. Technical
parameters are, however, not everything. In the case of the car audio and especially speakers, it
is worth listening to the speakers before purchasing because of the speaker that sound perfect
to me, can have something missing for you. I was lucky to listen to all 12 types of speakers
below, and, with this experience, I was able to choose top picks, one for each design. When you
want to use factory mounting, the absolute best you can find is the Infinity Kappa 64cfx. This
2-way system with separated tweeters offers the mind-blowing sound quality, even when
compared to larger speakers. Although I listened to all speakers only in the studio, if I were
about to buy replacement speakers to Wrangler TJ today, Infinity Kappa 64cfx would be the only
option. With music experience from the studio that is much larger than any car, I can only
imagine how astonishing music they produce in a small closed cabin. The sounds are so bright,
and with outstanding dynamic, they can easily compete with larger speakers. The incredible
feature is the UniPivot tweeter design. It allows you to direct high sounds precisely towards the
ears, so you can enjoy the excellent stereo effect, even with the speakers that are mounted in
Jeep TJ face down in the dash. This, however, has to be done before locking speakers behind
dash covers. Cone is also made from ultralight glass fiber, which provides speakers with an
amazingly short response time. Another great thing about Infinity Kappa 64cfx is its crossover,
which can be adjusted and support an additional mid-range speaker without any sound loss. In
effect, you can have a 3-way system in the car, offering an outstanding experience. To enjoy all
that these low impedance speakers can produce, they should be powered by the amplifier.
Ideally, if the amp can provide 80W â€” 90W at 2 Ohm, this would be the best power for Infinity
Kappa 64cfx speakers. See below a few parameters that make these speakers absolute top
choice, especially sensitivity that is unbeatable within this speaker size:. If you want to choose
round speakers for your dash, you have to add a speaker adapter, because of different
mounting holes. Again, I did not have a chance to listen to any of these speakers inside the car.
However, I spent over four hours listening to them in the studio, trying to pick the best. Because
I am a fan of rock and jazz, I was looking for a strong and clear mid-range with a perfect vocal
that would be as good as live and unplugged music. Because of the noise inside the car. Focal
PC F with their extended frequency response are the perfect speakers for a quiet environment in
more luxury cars, but not for Wrangler where is much louder inside than in any sedan or SUV.
They will play beautifully, but you will not hear everything they have to offer, especially with the
roof down. They play similarly well to the higher PCF but do not have the same extended
frequency response, and you will not lose anything. The frequency bottom at 90Hz is low
enough for front dash speakers. Anything lower than that should be supported by bass
speakers in soundbar and subwoofers. Speakers in front of us are not responsible for dynamic,
but for stereo effect, and Focal ICU are perfect for that. Their most significant advantage is

adjustable tweeters that are made in inverted technology. By adjusting little switch, you can
make them play the highest tones louder by 3 dB, and this is a lot. And this is on top of the
already high sensitivity of Having sensitivity Such high sensitivity is not achievable by many
producers even in much larger 6. If I were about to buy 5. The Hertz DCX The Hertz speakers use
a neodymium magnet, making the speakers lightweight but with impressive bass for their small
size, starting at 65Hz. The clarity of the sound is out of the question with Hertz speakers as it is
backed up by a great excursion and matched resonance. The only weakness I notice is the
sound of the mid-range and vocals that are not as bright and transparent when comparing to
Infinity Kappa. The built-in crossover splits the low and high frequencies, transferring the lower
frequencies to the treated paper woofer with a unique polyurethane surround, while the highs
are directed to the PEI dome tweeter. Rockford Fosgate is known as a producer of the speakers
for real car audio enthusiasts. The lightweight polypropylene cone is reinforced with durable
carbon fiber, and it does not change its shape when you press hard on the speaker. You will
hear accurate low and mid sounds, that are supported by aluminum dome tweeter. These
speakers can handle up to 45W RMS so that the head unit can power them, but if you want to
get the most out of them, you should connect them to the amplifier. T speakers have more
mounting holes than standard speakers to mount them in other than factory places. Although
this is not the case in Jeep TJ, it can be a good option for different vehicles. Although these
speakers sound good, their downside is very low sensitivity, which means they need a lot of
power to be able to play as loud as other speakers. KS series from Kicker offers a significant
improvement to the factory speakers. The KSC are low-profile speakers, which means they have
a reduced mounting depth. While not the most critical with a Jeep TJ, they are also an excellent
option for other cars with significantly less space in the dashboard or doors. Add to all that
small textile dome tweeter for more precise and smoother highs that are hard to be confused
with other speakers. These lower impedance 3 Ohm speakers will show everything only when
powered by an external amplifier, and even better if an amplifier will work with 2 Ohm. Powering
them from a factory head unit will still make reasonable sounds, but acoustic and depth will be
missing. Another model from Kicker that has to be included in the offer. The little brother of
KSC is a good budget option for systems driven by factory stereos. You will get good results
powering these speakers with a factory radio, but with an external amplifier, you will enjoy
much better quality with more details. All speakers below are worth listening to, and although I
have found the winner, your preferences in high tones, bass, or even music style may be
different. When searching for speakers, do not start listening to these from the top shelf at first,
unless you are ready to buy them right away. This is my favorite and absolute winner from 5.
Unless you listen to music in the garage in absolute silence, you will never be able to
experience its full potential while driving Wrangler TJ. Engineers from Focal made an
outstanding job making this speaker with ultra-lightweight fiberglass cone that offers
exceptional audiophile experience. Every sound is so precise, and thanks to the inverted dome
tweeters, high sounds going beyond any audible tones we can hear. With 60W RMS, you can try
powering them with the factory head unit, but to see their real potential, they should be
connected to the amplifier. Do not use any mediocre amp, even when it is more powerful. MM
car speakers not only sound great. More importantly, these are marine speakers , which means
they are suitable for any off-road and wet trips. You will not risk any damage when they get
splashed with water or mud, that can be very easy when driving TJ without the door. Polk Audio
MM speakers play very good with radio, but a lot better when powered by an external amplifier.
They are designed to produce loud sounds in an open environment. Their baskets are made of
lightweight carbon that holds inside titanium-coated polymer woofer cone and tweeter made of
terylene fabric. Such a quality guarantees an outstanding experience, and I was stunned by how
loud music they can play with their 90 dB sensitivity, without distorting any sounds. They sound
natural and play with impressive tones quality, thanks to a polypropylene cone and silk dome
tweeters. I have noted fantastic violin and guitar tones, with excellent and natural vocals.
Although, according to Kicker, these speakers will play good without an amplifier , I was not
listening to them when powered from the head unit, so it hard to tell. However, with power
handling of 75W, there are not many if any factory radios that would power these speakers. I
would not buy them without supporting amplifier, especially by looking at a low frequency of
45dB. Alpine SPE, like any other from the Type-E Series speakers, offer soft quality sound, and
will not ruin your wallet. SPE speakers are not designed for hard, dynamic, or rock music
because of the lack of low tones. But if you are a fan of smooth, jazz, or classic, these are
speakers for your car, and you will not be disappointed. Their cones made from mica-injected
polypropylene make crystal clear sounds, and you do not need a lot of power to hear all
produced sounds. SPE are great speakers when you do not have an installed amplifier, and sill
can deliver impressive performance. In my opinion, they offer the most sensitive yet precise

sounds from all speakers in this review. They do not cost a fortune, so if you are on the budget,
they are worth considering as new dash speakers in Jeep Wrangler TJ. Their design prevents
them from overheating, which means if you drive with the roof down through the desert, or
anywhere where it is sunny and hot, CS-DR the right choice. Like in other JVC speakers, carbon
cone produces constant and precise sounds, which thanks to the neodymium-magnet tweeters
being extended to over CS-DR can make great sounds, regardless of the source of their power.
They play equally well when powered by the amplifier as well as from the factory head unit. Like
in any other car, also in Jeep Wrangler TJ factory speakers are less than mediocre. It is not just
about their size or position in the car, but design. They sound like cheap headsets from the last
Century, which means anyone who wants to enjoy listening to music while driving has to
replace them with aftermarket speakers. Replacing speakers in TJ is not complicated, and we
have, in this car, a unique possibility to choose from two different designs for the same
location. In both cases, we are looking for 2-way coaxial speakers, because Wrangler TJ does
not offer factory place for external tweeters that could be independently installed on top of the
dash. Although having installed a component system would be a better option because of the
higher location of the tweeters. Having high-quality coaxial speakers is also a great option when
selecting speakers from a few good models we mentioned earlier in this article. The one key
factor we should consider when searching for the aftermarket speakers is their sensitivity
because inside the Jeep TJ can be really loud. We do not want sound quality being destroyed
by wind or tires noise, so installing speakers that can produce clear and loud sounds will be
beneficial in the long term. Therefore the sensitivity of 90 dB should be the absolute minimum
for front speakers in Jeep TJ. To replace speakers in Jeep TJ, you do not need any special
tooling, especially when you want to swap standard-sized speakers. More will be required if you
decide to enjoy sound coming out of round 5. Follow the steps below, and you will swap dash
speakers in less than 15 minutes. For round speakers, we will need different dash speaker
adaptors, which will be either flat metal sheets or formed plastic boxes. Although metal
adaptors are more popular, they offer the only location for the bigger speakers, but do not
surround magnet. If I was replacing speakers in Jeep TJ, I would definitely use the plastic
adaptors and filled them with speaker foam fillers. This way, speakers will play much better than
in the open air. Below are additional steps we have to take when installing round 5. Therefore
metal dash supports have to be cut, but this modification is well worth the time spent. Before
installing speakers back, it is worth to paint cut metal edges with rust preventative paint that is
especially important if you live in the coastal areas or with lots of humid. Here is Martin. If I am
not installing new or modifying existing car audio systems, I spend time with my family or
writing blog posts about my car audio passion. When you drive Dodge Journey with family or
friends, you need to have an outstanding quality of the speakers to allow you all to enjoy
traveling even more. But which speakers are the best for Dodge If you are an owner of Dodge
Ram pickup truck, then I am sure you want to listen to music from top brand speakers and enjoy
the music while driving such an excellent vehicle. But which are the Skip to content To upgrade
the car audio system in Jeep Wrangler TJ, we should not just add a subwoofer or replace the
stereo unit. See below a few parameters that make these speakers absolute top choice,
especially sensitivity that is unbeatable within this speaker size: Lightweight Plus One glass
fiber woofer cone rubber surround Edge-driven, adjustable soft dome tweeter Impedance â€” 2.
Focal PC F This is my favorite and absolute winner from 5. With Focal PCF is not about the
loud; it is about sound perfection. They simply need a lot of power to produce nice bass, and
mid-bass in drum kicks is really good. Equipment needed to replace front dash speakers in
Jeep Wrangler TJ: To replace speakers in Jeep TJ, you do not need any special tooling,
especially when you want to swap standard-sized speakers. Unscrew speaker covers on both
sides of the dash. Use the screwdriver and remove two screws on the driver and two on the
passenger side. Remove speaker covers by pulling them towards chairs. Remove foam speaker
gaskets. Unscrew speaker plates with speakers by removing four screws on each side.
Disconnect factory wiring from the back of the speakers. Remove old speakers from the
speaker plates. Depending on sp
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eaker type, at this point, you may need to add adaptor wires to the factory speaker wires. Place
speakers back to the locations in the dash. Screw speaker plates back in their place, making
sure they are not loose. Mount back foam speaker gaskets on top of the speakers. Place
speaker covers in place and screw them, ensuring they sit solid. When speakers are removed
from the dashboard, cut metal supports inside using a metal saw. The next step is to place new

speakers on the front dash speaker adapter plates or the plastic enclosures depending on
which type of support you want to use. I recommend using plastic boxes and fill them with
polyester fiber stuffing, and although plastic boxes are more expensive, speakers placed in
them will play much better. Place the speaker in the dash and connect to the factory wiring
cube. When wires connected, screw the speakers to the original locations in the dash, ensuring
stable connection. Place foam gaskets on top of the speakers. Continue Reading.

